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Abstract
Despite the prevalent discussions on automated vehicles, little research has been conducted with a focus on inclusiveness of traditionally excluded populations from driving. Even though we may envision a future where everyone can drive with perfect automation, the problem will not be that simple. As with any other problem domains, we need to scrutinize all the design considerations – not only each population’s characteristics (capabilities and limitations), but also the entire system, technological limitations, and task environments. To this end, the present paper explores challenges and opportunities of automated vehicles for multiple populations, including people with various difficulties/disabilities, older adults, and children. This paper brings up some controversial points and is expected to promote lively discussions at the conference.
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Introduction
From the Human Factors perspective, various research spaces on automated vehicles have been identified, including safety, fuel efficiency, trust, complacency, handovers of control, etc. [1]. Another critical point is "mobility improvement" for those who cannot easily drive: e.g., people with visual, auditory, cognitive or motor difficulties (less able to drive), disabilities preventing driving (not able to drive), older adults (gradually losing the ability to drive), and children (not allowed to drive). These populations have often been excluded [2] in the third wave of the "information revolution" (i.e., digital divide) [4]. We aim to "include" all these people in the future transportation system – this approach can be called accessible computing, assistive technology, or inclusive design. To this end, we attempt to explore the potential and challenges of automated vehicles so that these people would not experience an "automation divide" in the upcoming fourth wave of "AI or Automation" revolution era. After providing an overview of the design space and research agenda, we will specify considerations and opportunities for people with difficulties/disabilities, older adults, and children.

Design Custom: Compromise
Designers and engineers of modern vehicles are confronted with several external restrictions and requirements, e.g., maximum dimensions and weight, required safety equipment, or limitations on vehicle lighting characteristics. Still, their goal is to produce models that fit most of the customers. Thereby, they often seek to find a perfect compromise. For example, a driver’s need for space to safely operate the car directly influences the available front legroom, while a truck’s cabin size instantly affects the vehicle’s cargo area. Today, most of these compromises are made with immediate and intended limitations for certain user groups, e.g., tall people will be unable to see everything on the instrument cluster, while small people will be unable to reach the pedals.

Increasing the diversity of users will further reduce the options for potential compromises and will have a huge effect on how the ergonomics and user interfaces can be designed. Luckily, technological trends support us in our idea to allow accessible transportation. Automation will reduce the importance of many of nowadays essential vehicle controls, such as the steering wheel or pedals. Further, an ongoing technical development will allow user interface concepts that are less tangible, but more versatile and dynamic (e.g., touch screens instead of physical knobs and buttons). Both aspects will create some room to consider accessibility as a new, essential design objective.

New Design Space
The first challenge for traditionally excluded populations begins with the level of automation - SAE J3016 [5]: whether our discussion on their involvement should start with Level 3 (occasionally requiring a driver to intervene on short notice to ensure safety when the system cannot manage the situation) or Level 4 (able to ensure safety within its operational design domain without the need for driver intervention)? Other than taking the appropriate level into account, the populations we focus on might be excluded from using Level 3 systems but they could potentially use Level 4 systems. A number of research questions arise at the same time, including "Will they need a type of free operation mode?", "What if an emergency situation happens?", "Do we have to implement an additional
monitoring system, such as an operation management center or a remotely controlled system?", Or "May a type of tactical operation guidance (e.g., video conferencing) help?"

To discuss further, we can think of more specific scenarios. Even in the "fully automated vehicle" concept (Level 5), the situation could vary. For example, on the one hand, vehicle users still "have to" be involved in the loop in case of emergency or because of legal requirements. On the other hand, vehicle users still may "want to" be involved in the loop even though it is not necessary. In either case, an inclusive design approach leads to important research questions.

1) In the "have to" be involved case, are these populations able (or allowed) to be in the loop? It is rather a "hard" problem because it would require vehicle users to be involved in the "maneuvering" level (e.g., blind people or older adults for lateral control when sensors for road markings fail) and/or in the "control" level (e.g., children or people with mobility disabilities for accelerating/braking when the auto-cruise control fails).

2) In the "want to" be involved case, these people do not need to be engaged in the loop, but they can just ride or be transported in a "train-like" concept. Another possibility is that they want to be in the loop, which asks the system to be polite [6] enough to accept the vehicle user's engagement even in the non-necessary case. Then, we need to consider how they could/should/would be involved in the process; whether it is just passive involvement, such as being provided with consistent situation updates or it is more active involvement in which they interact with their vehicle, by negotiating and making joint decisions. As discussed, this inclusive approach requires more fundamental questions to be answered about the automation concept as well as what type of user interfaces, with which modalities we design for them. It also raises difficult questions about arbitration in situations in which the vehicle user and the automation system disagree about the existence or severity of a hazard – who has the final say over the vehicle motions? Should a vehicle automation system be designed with the authority to override a human judgment? It seems to involve ethical issues as well. Moreover, this inclusive design approach is expected to provide a more comprehensive perspective to prepare futuristic automation services, which will also result in better system design for traditional drivers as well.

Pilot System: Low Speed Urban Shuttle

This type of approach is not totally new. There have been attempts to field test low-speed shuttle systems in medium-density urban and campus environments to provide improved mobility for short-distance trips and for "first mile/last mile access" to and from conventional public transit services. Given the immaturity of the available vehicle automation technology, these systems require careful integration with the public infrastructure including modifications to restrict the hazards that the vehicles need to confront, and their speeds are severely limited. They still require onboard human supervisors to manage the traffic complexities that the automation systems cannot handle themselves, and they are still subject to false alarm stops. Over time, the technologies are likely to mature to the point that the speeds can be higher, the infrastructure less protected and the supervisors...
unnecessary. However, there are still challenges to manage associated with the personal security of vulnerable travelers against petty crime when there is no authority figure supervising the vehicle, as well as challenges of vehicle access and navigation to destinations for the less capable travelers.

**People with Difficulties/Disabilities**

Inclusive design [2, 3] refers to a product design practice that assumes a diverse user group in terms of capabilities. The polarized view of the population as either being "able-bodied" or "disabled" can limit the opportunities to design for users who would not identify themselves with any of the above groups. Inclusive design takes into account that difficulties can be present in everyday activities; these can range from capabilities related to hearing or vision, cognition (for example, memory or thinking), communication, mobility and dexterity. These difficulties can have different levels of severity, and still not lead to the person being self-identified as "disabled". This design approach attempts to provide concrete measures for detecting the difficulties induced by using a product1 and embed these considerations in the whole product lifecycle. Automated vehicles are a technology which, although not new, has recently reached high popularity. Therefore, there is an exciting opportunity to utilize an inclusive design thinking as early as possible in its development. This challenge is currently being addressed by the HI:DAVe project2 in University of Cambridge, in cooperation with University of Southampton. Designing inclusive interfaces for automated vehicles is an exercise that is expected to address the diversity of the population in this promising mode of transportation.

**Older Adults**

While for user groups such as children and blind people Level 3 automation, where the vehicle can drive automatically in some situations (e.g., the highway) but not in other situations (e.g., urban environments), is definitely out of reach, for elderly drivers (75 years and over) Level 3 may already be an attractive value proposition. Given that Level 5 automation in urban environments still has a long way to go, excluding elderly drivers from Level 3 automation will seriously affect their mobility for the next decades. Set off against the fact that mobility is an important contributor to perceived quality of life, we should consider opportunities to make automated driving (including Level 3 automated driving) accessible to elderly users. However, Level 3 automated driving poses two types of challenges (while the first type is applicable to Levels 4 and 5 automated driving as well):

1. During phases where the vehicle drives automatically, elderly users (like other users) will face issues of trust and acceptance. This creates a need for technology developers to develop systems that support trust formation [e.g., 7]. Questions here concern how we can provide information to elderly drivers to develop a proper understanding of the system, so that for instance people will not intervene when it is not needed. Also, questions arise as to the desired

---

1 See for example http://www.inclusivedesigntoolkit.com/betterdesign2/exclusioncalc/exclusioncalc.html

2 https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/newsevents/news/jlrannouncesautonomousvehicleresearchprogramme/
behaviour of automated vehicles for elderly people. Will all automated vehicles display the same standard behaviour, or is it possible to tune behavioural characteristics such as driving style [8] and politeness to the needs and interests of elderly drivers. And in either case: what are the consequences?

(2) During phases where the vehicle does not drive automatically, elderly drivers will need special assistance to drive safely and be able to face the challenges of modern traffic. This creates a need to tune existing and future driver assistance systems to the needs of elderly drivers [9], and to investigate whether such elderly-proof ADAS make it possible to ensure a safe situation, both for the occupants and other road users.

Children
Fully automated vehicles might open up access to cars for everyone, even to underage children traveling unattended. In future, it might be possible for children to cover their way to and from (pre-) school, to social and hobby activities, and to meet their friends in fully automated vehicles, without the presence of an older person to supervise and ensure their safety (this is at present a legal requirement). For underage children traveling unattended, the vehicle’s service and design needs to substitute for the not-present adult in order to ensure that children are safely tucked into the vehicle and remain safely in the vehicle during traveling time to prevent them from any harm or doing mischief. Specific remote services (surveillance or emergency call) might be necessary when children want to talk to an adult or in case of distress. To pick up children traveling unattended, the questions arise of who will be allowed to access the vehicle and who checks that the adult is authorized to do so.

Practical Outlook
We think that there will be several themes for vehicles in the near future. These themes span and influence the physical interior and the overall interaction concept. Thereby, the vehicle will be able to fully adapt the user's very individual needs. For example, we can imagine a theme that is designed for office purposes, which comes with targeted interaction concepts to increase productivity. Further, we think there will be a theme with rather playful experiences, if children and their entertainment are the primary objective. Finally, we envision a theme that compensates for a traveller’s difficulties/disabilities, e.g., by offering all information in the most suitable modality or by adapting the ergonomics to be as operable as possible.

Conclusion
In the present paper, we explored a variety of aspects of automated vehicles about inclusiveness. Some of our prospect will trigger arguments, but this will serve as a good starting point about how to embrace diverse individuals in automated driving. As shown, some issues might be solved by the introduction of fully automated vehicle services in the distant future. Depending on the characteristics of drivers, however, all the concrete implementation procedures for intermediate automation levels should be further specified. In conclusion, the future of automated transportation for traditionally excluded populations seems to be promising. The present paper only slightly touches the topic, whereas more in-depth studies and empirical research for each population should be followed. We hope that in the future nobody would be
excluded and everyone can enjoy automated transportation whenever and wherever, and that the present paper can provoke lively discussions on this topic.
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